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Hi there STEM student,

 

Unfortunately, due to the Covid-19 crisis,

we've had to postpone our school holiday

camp program. But, never fear!  We have

pulled together a super awesome set of

activities from our camps that you can try

while you are at home.

 

To get started ask a grown up to help you

print out this booklet. You will be able to

use things from around your house to

solve the challenges!

 

Happy making and inventing!

 

From the Science Space STEM Team



At Science Space

we use the

Design Process 

when solving a

problem.

What do the different words in the Design

Process mean? Write your answers below:
DEFINE IT 

CHALLENGE EXPLORE DESIGN

MAKE TEST REFINE

At Home Learning Booklet

Enter Charlie's invention lab to design crazy candy concoctions
that fizz, bubble and pop! Complete the challenges in the

following pages with your favourite adult!



Acids and bases are special types of chemicals that are

used in the lolly making process. Acids often taste sour.

while bases taste bitter and feel soapy. Please note that not

all chemicals are safe to eat - check with an adult if unsure!

 

You can find out if a substance is an acid or a base using an

indicator. Ask a grown up to help you cut up a wedge of red

cabbage and put it in a bowl of boiling water. Strain out the

soggy cabbage and you'll be left with a dark purple liquid.

Add this cabbage water indicator to small cups of different

liquids to see if they are an acid or base. A neutral

substance is one that does not change colour.

 

 

What are some other

substances around your house

that you could test next time?

CHALLENGE #1 - Colour Change Chemistry

Colour in
the boxes:

PH SCALE 

TEST IT REFINE IT

What colour did they turn? 

Are they an acid, base or neutral?

WHITE VINEGAR

BASENEUTRALACID

red or pink purple blue or green

LEMON JUICE

BI-CARB SODA
(mixed with water)

WATER

DETERGENT
(mixed with water)



CHALLENGE #2 - Fizzy Lifting Drink

Supplies  of fizzy lifting drink are running low in the factory.

Charlie has lost Wonka's original recipe and needs your help to
make some more. 

 

Mix the following ingredients together to make the best tasting
lemonade: lemon juice, castor sugar, cold water, ice cubes and
bi-carb soda. Use trial and error to refine your flavour!

TOO SOUR

TOO SWEET

How would you change
your recipe next time?

Plan your lemonade below. How

much of each ingredient will you use?

DESIGN IT 

REFINE IT

How does your
lemonade taste?

TEST IT

PERFECT!

TOO BITTER

DISGUSTING!

Lemon juice

gives the

lemonade a

sour flavour

Castor sugar

adds sweetness

Bi-carb soda

makes it fizzy

(too much

makes it bitter)

Water dilutes the

lemonade so it doesnt

taste too strong



Charlie has requested a new sherbet flavour and is keen to

start mass production of it in his factory.

 

Mix the following pantry ingredients together in a small

bowl to make the best tasting sherbet: jelly crystals, icing

sugar, citric acid and bi-carb soda. Experiment with a variety

of jelly crystals types for different flavours e.g. lime,

raspberry, lemon. You could also add pop rocks or hundreds

and thousands for fun!

 

 Plan how much of each ingredient you will use: DESIGN IT 

How would you change your

sherbet recipe next time?

REFINE IT

CHALLENGE #3 - New Sherbet Flavour

TOO SOUR

TOO SWEET

How does your
sherbet taste?

TEST IT

PERFECT!

TOO BITTER

DISGUSTING!

ICING

SUGAR

JELLY

CRYSTALS

CITRIC 
ACID

BI-CARB

SODA

Adds sweetness Adds flavour Adds fizzAdds sour taste



Charlie needs your help coming up with a catchy product

name for your sherbet and creative packaging design.

 

Have a look at different foods in your pantry or fridge. What

do you notice about the product names and the packaging?

Give your sherbet a clever name and create a box or a

packet prototype from recycled and craft materials. How

will you make it stand out on the supermarket shelf?

 

How would you change your

packaging design next time?

Design your sherbet logo below:DESIGN IT 

TEST IT REFINE IT

CHALLENGE #4 - Packaging Design

What items did you use for

your sherbet packaging?


